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Secrets of Winning Roulette 2002-09-17 packed solid with hard hitting and
controversial information this fascinating book presents every effective method of
exploiting or manipulating the game of roulette whether by the player or the house
whether easy or difficult whether legal or not you ll learn about biased wheels
betting systems ball control visual tracking and the honest secrets for becoming a
professional player 256 pages
Basics of Winning Roulette 2006-09-01 designed for players who want to learn now
this great primer can be read in one quick setting you ll learn how to make every
one of the 150 possible bets with illustrations accompanying every explanations you ll
also learn about betting systems money management and payoffs glossary included
illustrations 64 pages
Secrets Of Winning Roulette, 2nd Edition 1992 packed solid cover to cover with hard
hitting and controversial information this book is not only fascinating to read but
presents every effective method of exploiting or manipulating the game of roulette
whether by the player or the house whether easy or difficult whether legal or not
this book is a valuable resource for learning the numerous techniques and systems
that have been used by professionals who consistently overcome the casino advantage
readers learn about biased wheels betting systems ball control visual tracking and the
honest secrets for becoming a professional player includes the basics of play and the
odds and payoffs of every bet
How to Win at Online Roulette 1988 a guide on winning consistently at online
roulette this text describes an amazing system for gaining an advantage at online
casinos games gamebooks crosswords
The Basics of Winning Roulette 2002-08-27 in just one quick reading this handy
pocket guide shows how to play and win money at gambling learn the rules and
variations bets available payoffs odds and inside winning strategies from the pros at
world of gambling
Secrets of Winning at Casino Roulette 2008 beginning roulette players learn the
inside secrets of betting and winning at roulette in this excellent easy to read primer
step by step bettors learn the complete basics of play the odds and payoffs on the more
than 150 available bets how to bet the single combination and outside bets the best
ways to attack the single and double zero wheels and the basic traits and peculiarities
of the roulette game and layout j edward allen gives a clear explanation of all
winning strategies from much maligned systems to solid techniques that have been
used to break the bank at monte carlo players learn the differences between american



and european style roulette and how to make the en prison and partage bets should
they find themselves playing a french wheel
The Basics Of Winning Roulette, 4th Edition 2024-04-20 continuing his series of books
on the mathematics of gambling the author shows how a simple rule game such as
roulette is suited to a complex mathematical model whose applications generate
improved betting systems that take into account a player s personal playing criteria
the book is both practical and theoretical but is mainly devoted to the application of
theory about two thirds of the content is lists of categories and sub categories of
improved betting systems along with all the parameters that might stand as the main
objective criteria in a personal strategy odds profits and losses the work contains new
and original material not published before the mathematical chapter describes complex
bets the profit function the equivalence between bets and all their properties all
theoretical results are accompanied by suggestive concrete examples and can be
followed by anyone with a minimal mathematical background because they involve
only basic algebraic skills and set theory basics the reader may also choose to skip the
math and go directly to the sections containing applications where he or she can pick
desired numerical results from tables the book offers no new so called winning
strategies although it discusses them from a mathematical point of view it does
however offer improved betting systems and helps to organize a player s choices in
roulette betting according to mathematical facts and personal strategies it is a must
have roulette handbook to be studied before placing your bets on the turn of either a
european or american roulette wheel
Roulette Odds and Profits 2012-06-11 roulette is a fixed odds game unlike card games
bingo and some other casino games where there are so many variables the odds the
probability of winning on a roulette table are fixed for every bet if you know how
the game works and understand something about the statistical probabilities of the bets
you can reduce the risk of losing and play with the odds in your favour surprisingly
even though you may win more often you will almost certainly put your winnings
back and lose in the long run if you just continue what you are doing this is a
statistical fact and is because the european table has an advantage of 2 7 despite this
however there are still ways to help counteract the problem particularly if you
change the way you bet and introduce a betting ratio into your play if you get it
right you could at least extend your time on the table reduce your losses or maybe
even return to profit this book started out as the instruction manual for the roulette
cracker software a sophisticated algorithm it still is the instruction manual but sections



have been re written and now contain information which can be very useful to a
roulette player with or even without the software whether they are playing for fun
or for real in a casino or on line the software is accessed by logging onto our web site
and enrolling for one of the 3 6 or 12 month membership options but the book can be
purchased separately in addition to gaining some useful information about roulette
without membership buying the book allows you to learn exactly how the software
works and what additional benefits you might get this will help you make the most
of your membership of roulette cracker roulette cracker co uk
Roulette Cracker 2012-09-01 discover the secrets to mastering roulette and
maximizing your winnings with this comprehensive ebook packed with expert
strategies tips and insights this guide will show you how to beat the odds and achieve
consistent success at the roulette table whether you re a beginner or seasoned player
you ll learn valuable techniques for improving your game and outsmarting the casino
from understanding the rules and mechanics to exploring advanced betting systems
this ebook covers everything you need to know to become a roulette pro don t leave
your success to chance unlock the secrets of roulette mastery today
How To win Roulette Daily 2002 many have tried and failed to come up with some
sort of system to beat the odds at roulette and many have sold supposed fool proof
strategies guaranteed to make their customers rich strategies that ultimately have
proven to be foolhardy the truth is that there is no guaranteed system that will
ensure riches in the game of roulette or any game of chance but that doesn t mean
you can t shift the odds in your favor this strategy isn t meant to give readers false
hope that one day they ll be jet setting millionaires laughing about how they made
their fortunes in the casinos no that s just a fairy tale that charlatans use to sell you
their latest scam
The Longevity Betting Strategy for Winning at Roulette 2006-12 a revolutionary
new strategy reverses the house edge to a player advantage of seven percent
How to Win at Roulette 2017-03-10 pictorially described bet placements give
gamblers advantage over casino grooms employed methods to overcome 5 26 percent
built in advantage given to casino over gambler roulette is the wheel of fortune
Gamble to Win 2019-04 roulette is one of the challenging and strategic casino betting
games where we keep limited stakes for betting to get profit depending upon the
strategy we use the percentage of winning would be up to 98 approximately if
proper mathematical approach and strategy used with the numbers or sections on the
board obviously if we are bit careless and lazy to miss any sequence strategy leads to



minimum or maximum loss so the roulette must be played very carefully with stable
mind and quite intelligent approach only for limited time in a day or week keep in
mind that if we play long hours continuously roulette wins so keep the play
minimum in a day though the roulette game comes under gambling it is like a chess
board where you will win if properly played with advanced techniques european
and american roulette games are very popular and we choose european roulette
example throughout this book to understand well and increase winning chance
european roulette has single zero 0 and american roulette has double 0 00 s where
almost playing style is same with approaches there are many different types of casinos
are available like direct casinos in club where really you can play with the people and
second approach is to play online let us focus online casinos for our games where we
play with available online casino vendors do not try to go for roulette computers or
number generators or any other cross cut cheating methods where you will lose your
brain and money to play really with the roulette system believe in your talent and
knowledge learn well and really you can perform at the best some of the online
casino vendors are royal panda royal vegas spin palace best 365 indio casino 1cent
casino etc as we are giving only few strategic approach or techniques to win the
roulette game for money more about these online casinos can be searched in the sites
like casino org etc or google the same these online casino sites are giving free play of
roulette where you can use dummy money to play and learn first practise any
methods of strategies in that and then play with your hard earned money to win do
not play with the real money unless you are at expert level to play roulette this book
is not for learning history or basics full strategies of roulette games please learn
roulette theory of basics first by searching in google or from the above mentioned sites
and then go through these methods it has few roulette strategic approaches to win or
gain 3 to 5 or even 10 to 15 everyday of your investment couple of methods given in
this book are really a treasure and out of thousands of iterations with the profit of
more than 100 this winning returns are possible in a month or so but if people are
greedy they may loose more than what they invested so daily if you limit your profit
you will have reasonable bulk returns like 30 to 50 every month without dragging
much let us dive in to the topics happy casino playing
Roulette at Its Best 2012-10-01 gambling is an enjoyable diversion but becomes
compulsive it distorts reality and hooks the brain gambling for a living is stupid even
if you can make a living now sooner or later your luck will run out the insides of this
book is aimed to give knowledge to those worse at calculating the odds is there a way



to beat the roulette being one of the most famous casino games of all time roulette has
been subject to a lot of analysis and odd calculations the game looks simple enough and
has the potential of winning you lots of money with just a single spin of the wheel
ever since the conception of roulette gamblers have been trying to come up with a
winning strategy with which they can beat a game that seems to be all about pure
luck there are countless books statistics and websites out there that claim to have
discovered a fool proof way to win at roulette as avid players ourselves we looked
closely at the most popular roulette strategies and tested them both theoretically and
in a real game most results were in circles and not conclusive and a few convincing
we have just finished extensive testing of a well known continual winning strategy
known as gauthier s roulette strategy and the results are conclusive this strategy
produces winnings that are so high and so consistent that anyone can pull jackpot like
winnings out of any roulette game this is the only roulette strategy we have
established that turns the roulette game into a player favorable game by player
favorable we mean a game where you can count on pulling out consistent large
winnings at a rate that has to be experienced to be believed
Roulette Winning Made Easy - Part 2. Secrets of Winning Casino Roulette Online!
2019-09-07 this book is the latest sensation in casino gambling in the strictest sense
imaginable it is about making money seasoned players as well as those new to the
game will find it easy to adapt to this system its author has more than two decades of
experience playing the game of roulette the book addresses the greatest single reason
why most people lose while playing roulette that is the odds are in the house s favor
it is a strategy that s uncomplicated and easy to learn presented in a book that is loaded
with examples and illustrations it demonstrates how to improve your odds of winning
shows how to win quickly and more importantly how to manage your money after
you become a winner unlike other strategies the amount of starting cash needed to
use the system is relatively small the results you will achieve using this system will
be astonishing and seem downright criminal one of the key elements of this strategy
is progressive betting while protecting your bets as you go through steps in the
progression can you imagine yourself winning over a thousand dollars in just three
spins of the roulette wheel and doing this with an initial investment of just thirty
dollars we will show you how to be the best possible roulette player you can be you
will thank your lucky stars for having found the strategy contained in this book
while no one can guarantee that you will win every time you enter a casino
nonetheless having a strategy that works will determine those who will be winners



most of the time we promise once you have read this book you will never go back to
playing roulette the same old way again
The Roulette Curve and the Convergence of Incessant Winning Strategy 2013-10-11
sweet spot one third roulette strategy otrs an extensive exploration into roulette
column or dozen betting very stable win loss ratio pro roulette players are using this
mega powerful strategythe average roulette gambler plays in one of two main ways
the first way involves betting on a random selection of 18 numbers just under half the
wheel if playing on a single zero wheel and one off an even split if playing on a
double zero wheel since there are x38 numbered pockets most bettors who take this
approach tend to change some of their numbers on subsequent games sometimes
players will bet less or more than 18 numbers generally more when they are not
hitting numbers and less when they are hitting numbers this means their risk of
losing more chips increases when they are not doing too well versus winning more
when they are hitting numbers and losing less by covering fewer numbers the
second way roulette gamblers approach the game is to choose x12 numbers just under
one third of the wheel and they tend to stick to the same numbers when you really
understand how roulette operates and apply a strategy that gels well with the concept
of winning a big psychological burden is removed from the decision making process
that being the what numbers factor thus what remains is the when to bet factor the
focus of the strategy found in this book concentrates on knowing when to bet and by
how much to bet this book explores these two important elements without which a
strategy falls short in this book the author shows you how you can apply order to
roulette games using the second way i e betting on x12 numbers and explains how
his strategy works so you can stand a very good chance yielding a profit during a
session of playing roulette games list of books titles by this author can be found here
amazon com stephen r tabone e b01coooed8 contents introduction numbers in flux
static chips why x12 numbers what x12 numbers should you choose too many
combinations quick wagering the strategy in action key advantages of otrs betting
progression tweak betting progression tweak overall stop loss when to use the betting
progression tweak betting progression tweak session targetbetting progression tweak
in game play stop loss betting progression tweak bet again trigger what if a zero hits
within the betting progression tweak super advanced tweak seesaw in game play
betting tweak sweet spot session starting indicator and matrix mode
Roulette: The Odds on Favorite Strategy 1997 win every spin turn 256 dollars into
thousands the book will show you step by step how to increase your chance of



winning while managing your risk according to public information there are over 35
million people who visit las vegas about 13 say they visit to gamble but in actuality
about 87 end up gambling on a slot and or a table game for those who tried roulette
the first time i m sure they never heard of the 2 70 and 5 26 house edge enjoy the
game and make money doing it understand the notorious house edge to mitigate or
limit your loss the good news is that there is hope although you have no control of
the house edge you have absolute dominion over your play time how much you
want to win and managing risk combine that with a good understanding of the risk of
playing roulette and having a betting strategy and you ve got yourself a practical plan
that when applied with a little personal discipline may improve your chances to come
home with a few hundred dollars to a few thousands of dollars it will require a little
practice but in a short period of time you will see the results the secret of this book
can be yours when you know and accept the risk of roulette learn how to establish a
play session define a stop session criteria and effectively apply the spin it to win it
roulette strategy
Sweet Spot One-Third Roulette Strategy (OTRS) 2013-06-12 the power matrix
roulette system free pdf is a fully working professional roulette strategy for winning
liver dealer roulette online it works on many online casinos offering live dealer
roulette both american and european wheels minimum bankroll required excellent
win rate
Spin It To Win It Roulette Strategy 2017-03-20 roulette is one of the challenging and
strategic casino betting games where we keep limited stakes for betting to get profit
depending upon the strategy we use the percentage of winning would be up to 98
approximately if proper mathematical approach and strategy used with the numbers
or sections on the board obviously if we are bit careless and lazy to miss any sequence
strategy leads to minimum or maximum loss so the roulette must be played very
carefully with stable mind and quite intelligent approach only for limited time in a
day or week keep in mind that if we play long hours continuously roulette wins so
keep the play minimum in a day though the roulette game comes under gambling it
is like a chess board where you will win if properly played with advanced
techniques european and american roulette games are very popular and we choose
european roulette example throughout this book to understand well and increase
winning chance european roulette has single zero 0 and american roulette has double
0 00 s where almost playing style is same with approaches there are many different
types of casinos are available like direct casinos in club where really you can play



with the people and second approach is to play online let us focus online casinos for
our games where we play with available online casino vendors also try to learn the
following strategies methods to play with roulette from basics to advance levels
martingale roulette system reverse martingale d alembert roulette system reverse d
alembert fibonacci roulette system reverse fibonacci labouchere roulette system cover
the table flat betting oscar s grind red and black strategies dozens and columns james
bond roulette system fobt systemplease search sites like roulettestrategy net or
casinosmash com where you can learn some theory and approaches to play roulette at
best this book has some secrets of winning roulette with 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 12 and 18
numbers strategies online if proper approach is being followed including logging off
and logging in again after every win some of the methods given in this book are
really a treasure and out of thousands of iterations with the profit of more than 5 to 10
everyday this winning returns are possible in a month or so but if people are greedy
they may loose more than what they invested so daily if you limit your profit you
will have reasonable bulk returns like 30 to 50 every month also no outside betting
given like red black odd even first 18 last 18 etc as this may swallow your stake
without dragging much let us dive in to the topics happy casino playing
Secrets of Winning at Casino Roulette 2009-09-30 the system is the key at roulette
herein all aspects of roulette are explained from the basic rules to the decorum which
one should expect and adhere when gaming at roulette the primary aim is to
encourage the player to examine the game from a more structured perspective since
roulette came into being practitioners have sought a means to beat the house this book
shows that in devising systems to overcome the house advantage one is only limited
by ones imagination further any apprehensions about playing roulette and any pre
conceived notions about the game should likewise be dispelled this book further
demonstrates that roulette is not just a game of chance it is a game which is the author
argues should be accorded a place in the study of numerology and of the occult the
author demonstrates that the numbers in this game are influenced by supernatural
forces one can always observe definite patterns in roulette numbers the key is to
detect these patterns and capitalize on them in addition the author demonstrates that
the number theories which he advocates and the patterns which he has observed can
also be seen in other games of chance foreword clarion book review
POWER MATRIX ROULETTE SYSTEM 2014-08-06 classic techniques for online
roulette the majority of techniques in this book use level stakes any system which
relies on progression is doomed to failure this book illustrates every system and gives



links to online videos casinos are not recommended as the author does not believe in
accepting commissions from them and suggests you distrust anyone who claims
otherwise this book has been written while researching the program roulettekeygold
which contains every system in this book although the player doesn t need the
program to understand this book a free trial is available at roulettekeygold com
Roulette Winning Made Easy - Part 3. Secrets of Winning Casino Roulette Online!
2016-04-21 roulette game has been around for centuries and yet gamblers have gone
broke just over 2 7 house edge now you may laugh at me and comment that i am
losing 2 7 at every spin cumulatively of course you are right in saying that and you
may tell me that it is highly negative expected value in the long run but can you
ignore these facts roulette will produce winning and losing streaks roulette will allow
gamblers to win big by giving them 36 times of whatever they put straight up if a
person goes hot and gets 2 times a number correct he stands to win 36 36 times the
amount bet consecutively giving you returns of 1296 times or if you just bet 25
dollars which anyone can afford to lose in a casino he will have won 32 thousand 400
dollars or 32 400 now with such low house edges anyone can go on a hot streak but
everyone loses and now if i tell you i have a system that will allow you to take shots
at the game of roulette and if you win you compound your profits and cut losses and
take profits then certainly the casinos will a lot fun a lot entertainment and a hell lot
more fun then would you deny it in this manual and in the coming pages i am going
to convey to you the secrets of my winning system of roulette every roulette player
must read this book at least one and what have you got to lose you are just going to
get saved a lot of money and this is an indispensable guide to winning in casinos a cart
full of money all crisp 100 dollar bundles and who knows you may even break the
bank at roulette table a lot of players go to the casinos and assume they are lucky and
going to win and this is the wrong mentality to win at poker because if you believe
you are going to win you are going to compound your losses following bad strategies
like martingale the martingale strategy works best for the casino and they prevent
losses by limiting the maximum amount of bets that could be placed and of course
players like you and me don t have access to infinite resources that will allow us to
keep doubling our bets forever we need to win big and we need to win with a small
amount of money in this manual i am going to give you solid advice that will allow
players to reduce the house edge of casinos and who knows if everyone read my book
probably the casinos will stop the game of roulette altogether because i have a system
that really does beat the casinos and the rules which i will tell you precisely in later



part of the book are as follows 1 take profits 2 try to go on a hot streak 3 cut losses 4 go
for big wins like betting straight up 5 an intuitive pattern recognition system that
makes phrases out of meaningless numbers for identification of wheel bias this works
on every roulette wheel in vegas atlantic city every casino in the world and all
machines open and closed and even automatic roulette machines which have a ball
inside a chamber this is a short book that will give you the right tools to approach the
game of roulette and every chapter will convey the topics that i have told you above
and you must use all of these tools at once so that you will make big money or be
break even or have very little losses in the game of roulette good luck and wish you a
lot of fun and entertainment in the casinos
The System Is the Key at Roulette 2012-09-01 this book describes a truly
revolutionary approach to winning the game of roulette told as the story of one
gambler s twenty eight years of professional play it includes rules strategies and
examples
Online Roulette 2016-12-27 roulette is one of the challenging and strategic casino
betting games where we keep limited stakes for betting to get profits depending
upon the strategy we use the percentage of winning would be up to 98
approximately if proper mathematical strategy and approach used with the numbers
on the board obviously if we are bit careless and lazy to miss any sequence strategy
leads to minimum or maximum loss so the roulette must be played very carefully
with stable mind and quite intelligent approach only for limited time in a day or
week though the roulette game comes under gambling it is like a chess board where
you will win if properly played with advanced techniques european and american
roulette games are very popular and we choose european roulette example
throughout this book to understand well and increase winning chance european
roulette has single zero 0 and american roulette has double 0 00 s where almost
playing style is same with approaches there are many different types of casinos are
available like direct casinos in club where really you can play with the people and
second approach is to play online let us focus online casinos for our games where we
play with available online casino vendors also try to learn the following strategies
methods to play with roulette from basics to advance levels martingale roulette
system reverse martingale d alembert roulette system reverse d alembert fibonacci
roulette system reverse fibonacci labouchere roulette system cover the table flat
betting oscar s grind red and black strategies dozens and columns james bond roulette
system fobt systemplease search sites like roulettestrategy net or casinosmash com



where you can learn some theory and approaches to play roulette at best do not try to
go for roulette computers or number generators or any other cross cut cheating
methods where you will lose your brain and money to play really with the roulette
system believe in your talent and knowledge learn well and really you can perform
at the best some of the online casino vendors are royal panda royal vegas spin palace
best 365 indio casino 1cent casino etc as we are giving only few strategic approach or
techniques to win the roulette game for money more about these online casinos can
be searched in the sites like casino org etc or google the same these online casino sites
are giving free play of roulette where you can use dummy money to play and learn
first practise any methods of strategies in that and then play with your hard earned
money to win do not play with the real money unless you are at expert level to play
roulette this book is not for learning history or basics full strategies of roulette games
please learn roulette theory of basics first by searching in google or from the above
mentioned sites and then go through these methods it has few roulette strategic
approaches to win or gain more profit up to 98 of winning chance this book is not
showing any real time roulette winnings due to security reasons most of the
examples like cover the table approach here without dragging much let us dive in to
the topics happy casino playing
Roulette, Breaking the Bank and Winning Monster 2017-03-10 roulette wheels have
been in existence for over two hundred years and during this time many books have
been published on the subject of how to beat them only a tiny fraction of players who
take up the challenge do so though just why is this within understanding roulette
nick radchen examines the underlying dynamics of the game the numbers the
probabilities the impact of the house edge and the myths and sets out to explain why
becoming a lifetime winning player at roulette is a tall order understanding roulette
is an ideal primer for those looking to inform themselves about the game and offers
some practical pointers for playing recreationally as well as touching on the subject of
advantage play and the thorny matter of problem and compulsive gambling
behaviour if you re going to play roulette even for modest amounts of money it
makes sense to understand just why you win and why you lose this book has been
written with the aim of helping you to understand just that
How to Win at Roulette and Other Casino Games 2018-06-12 decoding roulette
contains two winning roulette systems formed by bestselling casino games author
stephen r tabone both have been moulded into workable strategies that re logical and
easy to apply in the first 1 1 even chance system the author has constructed a clever



easy to follow non risky betting progression that can be used by all those serious about
winning and making money betting on roulette in the second system the author
identifies reoccurring patterns found within random outcomes that appear on roulette
scoreboards all 36 numbers have logical corresponding same type even chance
connections and are grouped closely on the wheel and betting layout the author has
developed a betting method that takes full advantage of the way these links function
again the rules of this system are easy to follow and include a stop loss and bet again
trigger winning at roulette online and offline begins with putting a workable method
into action the systems in this book devised by a roulette pro have been developed
and tested so each one battles well against the house edge
Beating the Roulette Wheel 2018-06-06 how to win at roulette is about playing
roulette and winning it will not show you how to make a living as a professional
gambler but it will teach you how to win some money while you are having fun at
the casinos so learn the system use the strategy win the money
Roulette Winning Made Easy - Part 1. Secrets of Winning Casino Roulette Online!
2005-06-22 roulette is a percentage game and winning occasionally is simple the aim is
to win consistently after watching listening and playing all over the world brett
morton distilled a wealth of information and began to understand why he had been
losing so often each spin of the wheel is a new and usually random event every spin
is a fight against the casino s advantages it was a challenge to debunk the theorists
especially those who had never played his research and hard work proved he was
right winning consistently is possible morton explains the methods to use rates many
of the well known systems but above all brings a clear and refreshing vision to this
exciting game
Understanding Roulette 2004-02-01 for the millions of americans who gamble this
book analyzes the betting alternatives for ten of the most popular casino games and
presents unique strategies for each peter svoboda introduces his return probability
indicator and the grandmaster series of betting where players have a 95 6 percent
chance of winning every sequence
Decoding Roulette 1999-11-30 most gaming books tell you too much fluff razzle dazzle
and too many pages on the one subject that is not needed this book is designed to cut
to the chase giving you quick knowledge of blackjack roulette and craps in blackjack
using card recognition is an unbalance of face cards vs face value cards doubling down
hitting twelve when the dealer is weak also not taking even money or insurance by
understanding the ratios are in your favor learning how to count every card in a six



or eig
How to Win at Roulette 2020-11-06 beat the house is it possible to beat the odds at
casino gambling with this guide jerry l patterson author and gambling expert shares
strategies that can help you win more often and become the kind of advantage player
that keeps the house on its toes packed with new updated material on today s
developments in casino gambling this book covers blackjack craps roulette baccarat and
casino poker and includes tips on mental preparation and developing a winning
attitude basic rules and simple winning strategies for beginning and recreational
players state of the art advantage systems for advanced play in blackjack craps and
roulette cautions and controversies on internet gambling avoiding common mistakes
and misconceptions and much more
Roulette 2000 if you are a roulette player then this book will turn out a jewel for you
no other book in the world gives you an activity sheet like this book where you can
record past sessions like a diary and also store future casino sessions this book also
simulates random spins of the roulette wheel where you can test your betting
strategies a very important part of this book is computer simulations to test the various
individual betting strategies like betting straight up or red or black finally a psychic
system that i use personally when playing roulette and can this system make you go
on a hot streak details of the various chapters in this book are below if you are roulette
player than do buy this must have book in chapter 2 i have explained to you the
negative edge on the roulette wheel but still what makes this the choice of gamblers
in chapter 3 i have computer generated 5000 random spins from 0 to 36 assuming the
roulette wheel to be having a single 0 it is very important that you stick to such
wheels only where your cumulative edge will be higher than those wheels which
have 2 or 3 zeros the most important thing is what chip betting strategy you use do
you use martingale or you use your personal betting strategy you can test out several
theories here without losing and figure out what will be the best chip betting
strategy for you this is a very essential tool for roulette players and will greatly
improve their chances of cutting out losses and maybe going on a hot streak if they
practice here no other market book gives you such activity sheet and this is what
makes it valuable in chapter 4 i am giving my readers a place to log their own past
records and place for future sessions it is very important to track your sessions because
this can give you a picture if you have a gambling problem if you have a gambling
problem do not forget to read my other book the gambling syndrome which will help
you eliminate this personality trait and prevent you from losing a lot of money in



chapter 5 i am giving you computer simulations of the various betting strategies like
betting straight up on the roulette wheel or betting only red or black or just splashing
chips covering the entire roulette table which one do you think is the most profitable
strategy flip to the 5th chapter conclusion to know the results will shock you in
chapter 6 i tell me readers of a way to develop winning mindset at the roulette table
chapter 7 reveals my personal psychic system which i have used to win money at the
roulette game playing in casinos worldwide can this system also work out for you
warning casino s have a house edge and in the long run no one wins so be cautious
chapter 8 here i discuss some ways you can stay safe and personal views about
cheating when playing roulette chapter 9 if you like this material and want even
more there is a way to contact the author and get even more and win even more
good luck
Beating the Casinos at Their Own Game 2020-02-24 this is the advanced version of
how to win at online roulette in this book you are given the ultimate online roulette
system this amazing system will allow you to play roulette daily and make a
consistent and reliable second income whether you are looking to make 100 a day 1
000 a day or 10 000 a day this book shows you how you can achieve this through
using the ultimate online roulette system this fast paced and exciting book will
change your financial landscape forever
It's in the Book 2005-08 what does it take to become a better gambler surely
mastering the game of roulette in order to win continuous funds to add to your
balance and also means studying a system that provides the best odds and the smallest
house edge with an easy credit management tactic that allows for hours long of play
without having to make a second deposit thanks to the greatest roulette strategy yet if
a quick devilishly efficient roulette strategy is what you re looking for look no
further and master the devil s roulette system promising to improve your
performance by eliminating the mistakes gamblers commonly make and leave no
room for error through a system perfected over two years prior to its release to
forever change the game the casino always wins is the dirtiest lie about gambling
setting up players for failure the author has been following the patterns among casino
games to decipher them and now it s the roulette s turn never enter a casino the
same way again after reading this book and stop being a gambler and become a
winner
Casino Gambling 2019-12-04 this manual will cover only american roulette it will
discuss the dealer the chips wheel the ball the table the bets the mathematics and



most importantly the systems that will improve your odds of winning
The Ultimate Winner's Guide to Casino Roulette 2012-06-29
Ultimate Online Roulette System 1987*
The Devil's Roulette System
How to Play and Win at Roulette
Roulette for Profit
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